
	

Fox Hacks Scene Negotiation 
Highlight and expand what you would like ! 

	
Today I want to be:  

{SWITCHY} {TOPPING} {Bottom} 
* 

My Main Goal is: 
{To Have Fun} {to connect on a deeper level} {to try something new} 

{to tick a box} {to learn or practice new skills} {to let out some demons} 
{to give over control to another for a little while} {to experience the dynamic I’m used to} 

{trust exercise as a couple or group} 
More: {NA} 

 
* 

I want to feel: 
{sexy} {loved/Cherished} {Playful} 

 {cathartic} {peaceful} {platonic} 
{Overwhelmed} {degraded} {masochistic} {submissive} {Not in control} 

{dominant} {serious} {sadistic} {in control} 
More: {NA}  

 
* 

My Pain level I’m comfortable with: 
{light} (NA) 

This to me means: 
 

{medium} (NA) 
This to me means: 

 
{intense} (NA) 

This to me Means: 
 

* 
My current sensitive spots and/or injuries are: 

{Head} {Neck} {shoulders} 
More info: 

{Arms} {Chest} {Back} 
More Info: 

{belly} {Hips} {lower back/TailBone} 
More Info: 

 {Bum} {genitals} {Thighs} 
More Info: 

{Knees} {Lower Leg& Ankles} {feet} 
More Info: 

* 
 
 
 



	
 
 

Triggers: Remember triggers Are Subject to change according to mind state. 
Triggers are lines you don’t cross even in Consensual Non-Consent unless previously discussed 

SPECIFICALLY and utmost care taken with aftercare plan in place. 
Extreme Triggers Include (DON’T DO AT ALL): {NA} 

 
Medium Triggers Include (Check in and Possible to work through but extreme care taken): {NA} 

 
Light Triggers Include (Can work through but check ins essential and breaks required if 

requested regardless of dynamic): {NA} 
 

* 
Consent: 

{IS A MUST FOR EVERYTHING} 
{Consensual Non-Consent but ask for more extreme kinks} 

{Complete consensual Non-Consent} 
* 

Power Dynamic: 
{I want to Submit to you} {I want to be controlled by you} {I want to be used by you} 

{I want to Dominate you} {I want to control you} {I want to use you} 
{I want to Mindfuck you} {I want to be Mind fucked by you} 

{I want to be forced by you} {I want to force you} 
{I want to be a Brat} {I want to behave and be good} 

Not mentioned above: {NA} 
 
 

I want you to be: 
{loving} {demanding} {harsh} {strict} {supportive} {encouraging} {appreciative}  

{combative} {eager to please} {begging} 
{tender} {ROUGH} 

* 
I want to be Marked: 

{NOT AT ALL} {a little} {A LOT} 
{NON VISIBLE} {VISIBLE} 

Specific places: 
{NA} 

 
* 

Intimacy needed: 
{A LOT} (this means TLC and supportive/encouraging etc) 

{a little} (this means some reassurance and some loving connection} 
{none} (this means wanting to remain platonic} 

{less than none!} (this means feeling degraded and used} 
More info: {NA} 

 
* 

Penetration/Fluid Exchange: 
{NO FLUID EXCHANGE, NO PENETRATION} (this means no kissing, licking or any action 

that would move any bodily fluids from one body to another and zero sexual contact) 



	
{No Fluid Exchange, Protected Penetration} (this means no action that would move bodily fluids 

from one body to another and all penetrative actions protected with gloves and condoms) 
{some Fluid Exchange, Protected penetration} (this means kissing and fluid exchange on but not 
in the body is allowed but all items entering the body must be protected by gloves, dental dams, 

condoms for all genital contact) 
{fluid exchange, Protected Penetration} (all bodily fluids are allowed on but not in the body all 

penetration must be protected ) 
{fluid exchange, Unprotected Penetration} (all bodily fluids allowed to be on and in body) 

 
Specific needs and information: (such as birth control, STI Testing, protected Oral, Protected 

POV, Ejaculation area you’re happy with etc.  
{NA} 

 
All activities that involve blood must be discussed at length and specific needs discussed and 

written here. HIV status and medications should also be discussed so as to allow your sexual parter 
to give INFORMED consent.  

 
* 

Warm Up: 
{spanking} {bondage} {erotic touch} {conversation TLC & Loving} 

{conversation supportive and encouraging} {conversation degrading & commanding} 
{light sensation play} {light impact play} 

More Info:{NA} 
 

* 
Sensation Play: 

{wax play} {blindfold} {aroma} {tickling} {hair pulling} {scratching} 
{stroking} {biting} {licking} {pressure points} {electricity/static} 

{sensory deprivation} 
More Info:{NA} 

 
* 

Bondage: 
{Rope} {restriction} {suspension} {collar} {gag} {cuffs} {decorative} 

{hoods} {mental} {Cage} {chastity} {spreader bar} 
{bondage manipulating limbs} {bondage in natural positions} 

More Info: {NA} 
 

* 
Impact Play: 

{light} {medium} {heavy} 
{stingy} {thumps} {mix sting/thump} 

{spanking} {flogging} {caning} {paddling} {whipping} 
More: {NA} 

 
* 

Punishment & Training: 
{Punishment would be detrimental to my health} {I would enjoy punishment} 

{punish for real life offence} {punish for make believe offence} 
{train me} {be fair} {make me work for approval} 



	
{I want to train} {I want to punish} 

More Info: {NA} 
* 
 
 
 
 

AfterCare: 
TIME: {0-5 Mins} {5-10 Mins} {15 Mins} {15-30mins} {30 Mins} {30-60 mins} 

{check in tomorrow} {leave me be}  
{water} {snacks} 

{cuddling} {conversation} {debrief After} {debrief tomorrow} 
{socialise} 
More: {NA} 

 
* 
 
 


